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A BETTER SOLUTION against tire and rim theft
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What is the better solution?
Locking Wheel Nuts

OR

WHEELGUARD

Deterrent Effect?
A police traceable ID code is affixed on each of the vehicle’s rims. The ID code is
registered in a national database.
Warning Decals are affixed to the front driver and passenger windows, identifying that
the vehicle’s wheels are traceable.

Requires a unique key to unlock. Determined or experienced thieves
(or a person with automotive knowledge) can easily remove locking wheel nuts,
even without the key!
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Installation?
Easy installation. No special tools required.

Mechanic must install. Nuts are required to be torqued to specific
safety specification.

ü
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Appearance?
Does not alter the look of your wheels.

Often doesn’t match the vehicle’s rims. Material can rust, chip,
pit, or corrode.
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What Happens if Wheels are Stolen?
If a claim is approved under your primary insurance policy, Platinum WheelGuard will
reimburse up to $5,000 towards your comprehensive deductible.

If the locking wheel nuts fail to prevent theft, the manufacturer
does NOT provide any assistance.
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Term
3, 4, 5, or 6 year plan terms available. If no claims are made, the guarantee can be
renewed for another term.

No term or time limit.

ü
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Upgrade Options
Storage Coverage - We’ll match your home insurance deductible up to $1,000 if the
tires/rims are stolen from secure storage.
Towing Assistance - We’ll reimburse receipted towing expenses on a covered claim,
up to a max of $100.
Rental Assistance - We’ll reimburse receipted expenses for a rental vehicle on a
covered claim, up to $50/day for up to 3 days.
Trip Interruption - We’ll reimburse receipted expenses for hotel and/or meals up to
$100/day, for up to 3 days, if more than 150km from your residence and the vehicle is
required to stay at a repair facility overnight.

None.

ü
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Customer Satisfaction
You will never need to deal with the frustrations associated with locking wheel nuts, but
will have comfort knowing you are protected against loss.

ü

From lost to stripped keys, added labour charges, and replacement costs, locking
wheel nuts have frustrated more customers than they have satisfied.

Platinum Deterrence with Platinum WheelGuard
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WHEELGUARD

TRACEABLE WHEELS
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WHEELGUARD
Administered by

320 Sioux Road
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 3X6
Admin
Local PH:
1-780-410-4549
etch@firstcanadian.ca
Claims
Local PH:
1-780-417-5486
etchclaim@firstcanadian.ca
NOTICE: The content provided in this brochure are only a
summary of the terms and conditions. Please refer to the actual
agreement for complete details of the benefits and limits of
liability. See your dealer for details.

